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adhiseshan blames sivaji for the loss of the illegal money and files a case against him in the court with help from his lawyers. with the help of his friend raghavan (kamal haasan) and family, sivaji is acquitted from all charges. adhiseshan is sent to jail. later, sivaji is elected as the
member of the parliament. sivaji's successful effort to bring back illegal money is known as the sivaji movement. [116] raghuvaran is appointed as the governor of tamil nadu and sivaji is appointed as the chief minister in place of ravi shankar. [117] sivaji is impressed by raghuvaran's
efficiency and the two have a friendly relationship. sivaji appoints raghuvaran as the chairman of the i&t department. the government turns into a corrupt one with corruption becoming rampant. the minister of finance on raghuvaran's insistence appoints sivaji as the chairman of the

finance commission. [118] however, raghuvaran later disagrees with sivaji's policies. sivaji, unaware of this, has a heart attack and is replaced by raghuvaran as the chief minister. sivaji appoints raghuvaran as the president of india, to fulfill the wishes of his mother. meanwhile,
sivaji's wife radha and daughter tamizhselvi are kidnapped. raghuvaran, after knowing the truth, blames sivaji for the kidnapping and orders the cbi to arrest him. sivaji's family is saved. raghuvaran is also arrested. [119] sivaji meets with an accident and is left paralyzed. he is taken
to the hospital where he meets radha and starts a romance with her. radha and sivaji's daughter become close and raghuvaran is released on bail. raghuvaran is sentenced to jail for corruption. sivaji's sister-in-law and radha's sister are killed in an accident. sivaji takes revenge on

raghuvaran by using adiseshan's illegal money to buy a nuclear bomb and is able to launch it near the oil rig in the gulf where raghuvaran is trapped. raghuvaran and the president, who is also his friend, are killed in the nuclear blast. sivaji becomes the president of india. [120]
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the film's storyline was inspired from the mahabharata, where a king's son is
kidnapped and consequently tries to get back his son. [131] the film also has
strong elements of the political thriller genre, the way it paints a picture of

the film as an ongoing political drama. a major portion of the film is based on
the political and social scenario in tamil nadu, where a group of politicians in
power are trying to stop a non-profit trust from being established, and also

trying to stop it from receiving foreign aid. the film received generally
positive reviews from the critics. n. krishnaswamy of the hindu gave the film
3.5 out of 5 stars and said "the film has scope for a sequel, given the success
of the tamil version of the film. even though it has two leads and a story that
can be reworked, it is a well-made, cohesive film that does not overstay its

welcome." [129] sify wrote "a complex and crisp film with an excellent story,
its pace is great and the direction is to be applauded. the film has everything

and more and is a fitting end to the growing number of films made in india
which are aimed at an international audience." [130] behindwoods wrote "a

film that is surely going to be a hit in the box office, sivaji the boss is an
excellent entertainer." [131] indiaglitz wrote "though it's a little longer than
an average movie, sivaji the boss is still a good film." [132] the new indian
express wrote "sivaji the boss is a stellar piece of work. the film focuses on
various characters at one point of time but also gives a glimpse of the past

and the present. the climax is solid." [133] baradwaj rangan of the the hindu
wrote "manages to be both a humourous political thriller and a poignant
drama, but the second half of the film is a little bit too slow for its own

good." [134] sreedhar pillai of the the indian express wrote "the movie's first
half is fun to watch. but the second half drags and the climax is way too

long. so, it's just a good movie that you can enjoy if you have no
expectations." [135] 5ec8ef588b
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